
Rudderless  off Protection Island  - Continued#!
So we knew what we looked like.   It was while I was tethered on the bow dealing with the sail and suc-
cessive waves, that it happened:  our tiller mechanism broke.   Jack tried wildly to communicate this to 
me as I lay on the deck trying to catch my wind and fasten down the sail.   Never has there been so 
much distance from bow to cockpit.  But finally I noticed Jack hanging onto the boom, gesturing wildly 
for me to join him.    We were drifting helplessly toward shore and needed me on the emergency tiller.  
However, I held my ground and insisted on taking 60 seconds to strip to the skin and put on warm 
clothes, which was the last clear headed decision I took.  I was nauseated as I crawled into the aft cab-
in, removed the cushions above the boat’s steering mechanism and searched for the emergency tiller.   
The metal rod was right where it should have been on the aft cabin shelf  but my mind was not work-
ing by then so when I found the two piece oars of  the toy inflatable (in which long ago I’d toured the 
still backwaters of  Tabarka) I decided to use that.     

While shouting instructions,  Jack grabbed the VHF radio to signal our rudderless condition to the 
Coast Guard.  After all we were on the edge of  the main shipping lane to Seattle.   The woman who 
answered said she’d alert passing commercial vessels and said she could call us a commercial tow.   We 
said yes.   

 The plastic oar tubes broke and bent but using my feet I managed to respond to Jack’s very direct in-
structions.   Throughout I was wretching, conveniently right into the bilge.   He says I was pretty clue-
less but acknowledged the wisdom of  my decision to fight hypothermia first.   The day remained bright 
and sunny with very gentle winds.   What we were facing were seas, and when they washed over the 
boat they were cold. 

The Coast Guard finally  got back to us, saying that they’d called the tow and it could be there in two 
hours.   The tow was based in Port Hadlock and had another client before us.   Could we hang on an-
other two hours?    Evidently small craft warning had come up to fast on an otherwise cloudless day, 
that others had been caught unawares as well.   Since we were under power, headed in the direction of  
Wilson Point but no longer in imminent danger of  life and limb, we had to say yes.    The rest is a blur.  
Cluelessness sometimes protects. 

Finally we got a call on the radio and scanned the sloshing horizon to find a very small red aluminum 
tow boat approaching.     I staggered up on deck to catch the lines thrown by one of  the two rescuers, 
put them on the cleats on either side of  the bow and we were pulled to safety.   As we approached Boat 
Haven, we were lashed  side to side to the tow boat with its bow mid beam.  In this way we were pilot-
ed into our slip and let loose just before we slid in and tied up.   Roger, the kindly tow owner,  filled out 
some papers, put $280 on our credit card and suggested we pick up a copy of  Washburne to learn 
more about the currents.    The next day I went to the Cupola House of  the Wooden Boat Foundation 
and  found this brilliant Canadian publication.   It combines tide tables with an hour by hour atlas of   
currents indicated by arrows thin and fat.   Some show sea of  thin arrows flows in one direction like a 
placid school of  fish.  Others show angry fat arrows swirling in many directions at once.    !

May 13, 2006    Port Townsend,        Opening Day Sail#!
At last everyone else has officially declared winter over and is ready to sail again.   The docks are 
busy with folks puttering around their boats.  A passerby sees our transom with the name “Acquit-
ted” and say, “Oh, you made it in!”.    He’d been lurking on our exchange with the Coast Guard 
the day of the high seas and was glad to know we’d managed our two hour wait for the tow.!

The full moon rose over our stern as we finished dinner.!



June 10, 2006    Port Townsend Bay#!
Felicia and Steve had wanted to join us on the 
boat for a long time but every fall would say it 
was too late.   How established is it in people’s 
minds that being out on the water is a fair 
weather pasttime.  Their loss is our gain:  great 
wildlife, cozy evenings, copious food and long 
nights,  free buoys and lonely, welcoming owners 
of  marinas,  though one does wish sometime 
there were more sailors out in the fine but rainy 
winter winds.   

Since Felicia and Steve had honeymooned in 
Port Townsend but had never been back, we told 
them to take a tour while we made beds and 
dinner.    The next morning there was a regatta of  wooden boats (and other sorts, Port Townsend be-
ing the ultimately tolerant town) so we sailed the bay.  Fresh snow all around.    That evening a full 
moon off  the bow.  !

June 17-18, 2006    PT- Roche Harbor - PT#!
We’d been trying to track down Kinza for a sail for some time:  she is always gung ho but doesn’t have 
that many free weekends.   We missed combining this with a rendezvous with Mona and Nelson  - 
Kinza introduced us -  but it’s always a trip to discover a new place in Kinza’s company, and Roche 
Harbor is a singular place.     

For this second crossing of  Juan de Fuca we headed for the shore of  Whidbey,  having learned to re-
spect the waters around Wilson Point.   Then we went south again to avoid Partridge Banks, though 
this took some maneuvering of  the intersection of  the shipping lanes from Admiralty Inlet (Seattle), 
Rosario Strait (Vancouver), Haro Strait (Victoria) and San Juan de Fuca (China, Japan etc.)  After pass-



ing Lopez Island,  we headed up the west coast of  San Juan Island, past a lovely lighthouse and bright 
white cliffs, the sites of  former lime kilns.   !

� !

The entry to Roche Harbor required careful attention.   Until you find the channel, the  greens and 
the reds seem to appear out of  order and on the wrong side.   I wouldn’t want to do this the first time 
in the fog.   When the huge marina came into view, we hailed them on the VHF.  SInce we had a 
reservation, they told us how to find the guest dock, the number of  our slip, and that we had a star-
board tie up.   Minutes later, staff  members in khaki shorts and green collared tee shirts with name 
badges appeared on the fine, level, concrete dock.   They guided us in and tied us up.   We were begin-
ning to see why our moorage was nearly twice as much as our usual marinas.  !

As Jack says, Roche Harbor is a fun, funny place.   A nineteenth century company town claiming the 
largest lime kilns west of  the Mississippi, it is both quaint and polished.   There was a wedding going 
on in the chapel on the hill, guests on the balconies of  the small hotel de Haro converted from the 
workers’ rooming house, and a high class grocery store with fresh flowers and organic produce that 
once had been the company store.   On balconies guests were sipping Fluffy Ducks, the traditional 
standard of  whipped cream, cherry juice and lots of  booze to the tunes of  a singer guitar combo. Gar-
dens bloomed lusciously.   Island artisans proffered their wares in an alley of  small white shops.    On a 
distant lawn, a banquet had been set up under a great white tent with tables with white cloths and 
white tented chairs.    Overhead tiny planes roared in for a landing on a grassy runway. 

Kinza and Jack went out to reconnoiter, while I tidied up the boat.  Then while Jack returned for his 
power nap,  Kinza and I explored the single best thing about Roche Harbor - its sculpture park.   A 
hundred or so large artworks - including a nice bench by Michelle Van Slyke -  are scattered about a 
natural area that includes a rolling meadow, a pond, a forested hill and a lagoon.    Creations fit their 
placement.   Real ducks swim around sculpted ones.  A mobile creates a mesmerizing abstract in the 
hilltop wind.  An intriguing complex of  net crosses the forest path.  Kinza and I photographed one 
another in a favorite wooden work. 

Roche Harbor plays up their already wonderful sunsets with a traditional colors ceremony.    Everyone 
at attention on their boats for O Canada, God Save the Queen, taps, flags coming down, the cannon 
firing and horns blown from all the boats.    Like at camp, this marks the beginning of  quiet time. 



July 9, 2006    Port Townsend Bay Day Sail 

Seas again, not weather.   Jack and I went out for a simple afternoon sail on Port Townsend Bay.  Just 
like the locals.    Clear skies and nice afternoon sun.   By the time we were 200 yards from the mouth 
of  the past,  waves were washing over the bow to drench Jack in the cockpit.   These were a version of  
seas we’d never experienced and we felt fortunate to have encountered them in our home bay rather 
than in some very unfamiliar locale. 

July 14, 2006    Port Townsend - Roche Harbor #!
Exceedingly calm rounding Point Wilson.   Then wind after the 0061 way point (the four way com-
mercial maritime “chok”) and we had wonderful little sail.  But entering Haro Strait, the ebb hit and 
we combined 6 knots over water but only 3 over land.   !

Upon entering the Harbor, we were told to find our slip opposite a shinny white 110’ yacht.  Indeed 
the marina was its usual mass of  white fiberglass power boats, most moored stern to dock so that own-
ers could chat.   The guest dock was hosting the Columbia River Yacht Club, mostly folks from Port-
land.   Some very large boats but also some modest ones.  Every year they pool their talents to safely 
cross the Columbia bar, “the graveyard of  the Pacific”, one of  many it seems.   

With our big crossing ahead we ate and drank modestly and went to bed shortly after taps.   !

July 15, 2006     Roche Harbor, Washington - Vancouver, British Columbia#!
Up at 3:40 am and on the water after listening to NOAA and environment Canada.  By the time the 
sun was up we’d passed Speiden Island and were in Boundary Pass.   Orcas Isand with its forested 
peaks merits a separate visit.   We were out in the vast Strait of  Georgia for the bulk of  the 60 mile 
crossing, cutting diagonally across it to avoid the Frazer River delta.   We with  rationed our strength 
and attention by taking turns at the helm and eating small meals.  We were alone most of  the way but 
there were large ships to avoid as we tackled rough waters turned muddy brown by the Frazer.   The 



approach to Vancouver was endless and our eyes kept playing tricks on us.   Soon we were sailing into 
English Bay with the towers of  the city before us.  After rounding Stanley Park, an enormous pennisula 
that makes up half  of  downtown, we passed under the Suspension Bridge and rounded the bouy to 
Coal Harbour nestled between the park and Canada Place.   We pulled up at the Customs Dock next 
to the float planes but found no one there!  Finally I spotted a sign with a telephone number and 
using a phone proffered by a teenager who was waiting for harbour tour clients, I called in.    Af-
ter answering a few questions about the boat and the amount of alcohol we had on board, I was 

given a clearance number and told to write it down on any scrap of paper and put it in the dock-
side window.   Simple as that!!

We made it to Vancouver!   This we announced in an email. 

Dear family and friends en route, !
We made it!   After a cloudless 12 hour 60 mile trip from Roche Harbor across Georgia Strait and 
pulled into our slip in the stupendously beautiful city of  Vancouver BC.  This morning we awoke to 
the 50 storey glass houses towering above the hatch window of  our V berth.    Then we looked out 
over the stern and were hit in the face with nearly 180 degrees of  great forested peaks capped with 
snow.    Wow!    !
For your information, our cell phone doesn't work here so if  you need to call, it's 1.604.681.2628 at 
Coal Harbour Marina.  We are in slip A8.   !
Some of  you'll get phone calls as soon as I can figure out how to call.   Sorry about this mass email but 
maybe it'll encourage me to keep up the log.  So excited about the prospect of  seeing you, Samia, and 
you, Frances, after so many years!     !
Habib and Gulalai Jan: we're all set with fresh salad, vegetables and fruit from the farms of  Washing-
ton State.  Thank you for bringing the meat for the barbecue.  You can see our boat from the harbour-
side walk:   it's the smallest one in the marina, white with a green stripe and green sail cover.   If  you 
just call down to us, we'll meet you.  But the combination for the marina gate is #8395 if  you want to 
surprise us.   Can't wait! !
Over and out.  Need to see Vancouver, the city that wrote the book on urban land use and livability!    



!
Best wishes to you all.   !
Love, Carol!

July 19, 2006    Vancouver - Pender Harbour#!
We pulled out of Coal Harbour before dawn and passed under the bright beaded strands of the 
Suspension Bridge to circle the dark forested mass of Stanley Park, which is almost as big as the 
rest of downtown.   As we crossed English bay the red dawn broke behind the towers of the city.    !

Near the mouth of the tantalizingly Howe 
Sound in Vancouver’s backyard we passed a cou-
ple of cruise ships which had timed their arrival 
for maximum impact.     The day became un-
characteristically grey, the only one encountered 
so far, but pleasant, especially the couple of 
times we went under sail.   !

Since eight hours of passage making is enough 
for anyone, we motored quite a lot and entered 
the endlessly complex and confusing Pender 
Harbour about 2 pm.   Fisherman’s Marina is 
shipshape, the owner Dave welcoming and in-
formative, the flowerpots on the docks charm-
ing, the Adirondack chairs pure summer and the 
wireless internet handy.      !

The next morning we dropped Helene and Paul 
at Maderia Dock which gives access to Pender 
Harbour central with its school, library, civic 
groups, music society, and jazz festival.    Wag-
goner’s says the community has thrived thanks 
to the engagement of its inhabitants.!

That afternoon we had a treat when the HMCS 
Oriole pulled in and dock across from us.    This historic ketch of the Canadian Navy was on the 
return leg of a goodwill cruise to Alaska, with a crew of 19, mostly cadets just out of high school 
who were learning the ropes and the benefits of team work.  One of them showed us around 
while the others lounged on the deck drinking beer in the sun.    No dry navy nor homeland secu-
rity here!!



!
!
!
!
!
!

July 21, 2006    Pender Harbour -  Gorge Harbour#!
Another pre-dawn departure and perfect weather and seas.  We 
did the long run up the coast before negotiating the tricky part 
among the reefs between Harwood and Hernando Islands.   Our 
modus operandi has been to follow the charts carefully, set a 
course and then use the GPS as a check on ourselves. In this 
case Jack kept his eyes on the GPS and I kept mine on the com-
pass to ensure the course he suggested and we both kept check-
ing the depth meter.   !

Our second day we took a dream sail.   After a lazy morning we 
sailed around Marina Island over sparking seas, and under a 

completely cloudless skies, the white peaks of Vancouver Island echoing those of the Desolation 
Sound on the other side.    It was the true first day of my holiday because I had absolutely no rea-
son to multi task.  I would either just read or just gaze at the mountains, not mixing both up.   My 
banana was mindfully peeled and eaten.    Conversation.   Silence.  Dreaming.   Now I am in that 
mode.   The greatest number of things I’ve done at once are about two.  Like hold a cold block of 
ice while walking down the sunny dock to the boat and even there the very “carry” would unify 
the two.!



On day sails when the boat hits 6 knots 
on tack or on jibe in light wind or in 
heavy,  Jack’s mind wanders toward new 
creative ways to do things.   We’d want-
ed to practice heaving to and when 
some stiff late afternoon winds hit, we 
combined these actions.   Our tacking 
without freeing the jib sheet brought 
the boat to an instant halt.   With the 
boom naturally into the wind, it was 
easy to take down the main.  More en-
ergy efficient, too, without running the 
motor to keep the direction right.     
And the off-axis boom was slightly easi-
er to flake and tie.    !

July 21, 2006      Marina Is-
land sail out of  Gorge Har-

bour  #!
Tacked and jibbed nearly around Mari-
na Island and just had a good time.  As 
it became rougher in the afternoon we 
practiced heaving to and reefing at the 
same time.   It worked!!

!

� !

!
Terrestrial note:  Gale warnings on July 22 kept us in port but the heat abated a bit so it was 
pleasant.   The power went out just as first load of laundry was finished spinning, so we hung it on 
the lifelines.    A tree had fallen on the power line and so a crew had to be sent from Quadra Is-
land by ferry for the repair.   !

No sooner did we get the power back than it went out again.   Another tree fallen on the line.   
This one we observed up close on out walk inland.  It seems that there is a terrible disease that 
eats at the roots of fir trees so that they just topple.   We checked the bottom of the tree being 
removed from the power line and it looked like a decayed tooth of a leper’s stump.  What a sad 
and potentially dangerous situation!  The tree crew said that there was no cure but a simple 
treatment, which was followed by commercial foresters.   If the roots of a tree are uncovered a bit 
to expose them to light they recover.  !

!



July 23, 2006      Gorge Harbour   to Pender Harbour#!
Left George Harbour in the pre-dawn light on the tail end of  yesterday’s gale warnings.  Heavy follow-
ing seas that we had to take on our beam , especially getting around the Cortes Island Shoal.    After 
three hours we got some relief  and went under sail near Harwood Island.  Passed the pretty little port 
of  Lund just as the first boat of  the morning, besides us, pulled out under sail.   

Along Taxeda Island just before the northeast point opposite Jarvis Inlet we really started making 
headway, with out 8 plus knots over land equaling our VMG, which is the speed at which we were ap-
proaching our destination.    Then an engine failure adventure that ended very nicely and a reunion 
with the 25 foot sloop we’d encountered on the Strait. 

Dear Family and Friends en route !
Our 35th anniversary cruise continues, drenching us in hot sun and cool breezes or sheltering us under 
a firmament crowded with stars. 
  
How wonderful it was to be reunited with friends in Vancouver!   We loved the visits to the dock.   
Saeed, we want you to know you did a great job untangling  the eel grass and cleaning off  the rudder 
to give us  a fast boat.  You are the most talented just 8 year old we know and we hope to sail with you 
again some time.     It is so cool, Frances, that you are learning to sail the Martin 16.   You are  in the 
company of  some of  the most creative sailors in the world.   We hope it keeps you mind off  the terrible 
things that are happening in the land of  your birth.   Thank you, Erica, for forwarding the dispatches 
from Lebanon; this is the only news we need to be following now and you are sending the best  
reports.    !
We loved Vancouver.   We’ll always remember the walk that took us in one short evening all over the 
compact, exciting  downtown with Paul and Helene and then the view of  the city as we left English 
Bay at dawn the next morning.   We hope to come back to this splendid city soon to connect with 
Habib and Samia and Omar and maybe even those Martin 16 sailors.    !
Now we have been all the way up to the 50th parallel, to Desolation Sound.  Gorge Harbour with its 
single narrow deep water opening to a sheltered port was most amazing.  We didn’t expect the 40º / 
110º heat but we escaped to cool off  with some really fine sailing.  Will never forget the vertical pools in 
the cliffs at low tide.     Clusters of  starfish  - purple and orange and pink and red – surrounded by 
bright green kelp.    !
Interesting culture on the docks, too.   Many families have been doing this British Columbia coastal 
route every summer for 30 years, sometimes with both parents and children along, sometime in boats 
they built themselves.   No one hurries; many are out for three to six weeks.   The cruisers who have 
two to four months to spare  go all the way to Alaska are already there.    Some day. 
  
We headed back south on a glorious, nearly 8.8 knot run right toward our destination.    When we 
needed to our engine to negotiate the rocks and shoals around the bay, it died on us!    So we gathered 
our resources about us  - Jack is all brains and measure and I am the muscle and quick action  -  to 
solve the problem.    Next thing you know we were sailing right into the marina under sail power!   
One of  those victorious moments. !
Right now we are trying to figure out the engine problem, sitting here in the sublimely beautiful Pen-
der Harbour which has all the simple comforts, friendly and knowledgeable staff  and wireless internet 
We are getting up to speed again on the workings of  diesel engines –  they are so cool.  We have an 
experienced mechanic who is probably in his 70s but he’s also busy with a couple of  really  
big power boats.   We’re also getting pointers from Jim, who owned the Acquitted for 18 years.   



!
About the name.   Evidently there were six of  these Finnish-made Targas imported into San Francisco 
in the 70s, including a sister boat called Perfect Crime.   Yes, we do get bugged about the name: people 
think we are lawyers or would be crooks.  Folks sometimes shun us or congratulate us on our acquittal.  
But in the south sound the boat is well known because Jim is so respected as a sailor, a racer, and past 
commodore of  the South Sound Sailing Society.    The good news is that there are some old fans cruis-
ing up here and they come up to us and say, “Hey, you bought Jim’s boat!”  !
We hope to leave soon for Nanaimo and the Gulf  Islands and you all in Victoria but there is really no 
hurry.  This is part of  cruising.  The days slip by with startling succession nonetheless.   Hope you are 
all well.   Hope the heat wave has abated everywhere.  Mom, hope you are enjoying that new deck and 
ramp and getting out to walk in the yard.   Can’t wait to see you in Whitesboro August 14. !
Love,  Carol and Jack !

July 27, 2006      Pender Harbour to Nainamo#!

Got up with the alarm at 3:40 am to watch the sun rise on 
Taxeda Island as we sailed down Malespina Strait.  
Rounded the southern tip of the island to cross the Strait 
of Georgia.   Ran with heavy seas slogging us on starboard 
aft.        We had to jog around the nuclear torpedo testing 
ground known as Whiskey Golf, which was active today. !

It’s now our routine practice to reef and bring in sails 
while hoven to.   It really works.  We sailed right into 
Nainamo harbour before we took down the sails.   
Stopped at the fuel dock to call up the Nainamo Port Authority; they said they’d squeeze us in.   
We sailed down the harbour channel between the Vancouver Island “mainland” and the beautiful 
unspoiled Discovery Island, blissfully unaware we were passing - on the wrong side - the bouys 
which mark the notorious Oregon Rock.  !

Dockhands and neighbors helped us tie up with only inches to spare right in the thick of things.  
OD’s on fish and chips for lunch: our systems are no longer comfortable with such heavy fare and 
battering and deep frying seems such a silly thing to do to such fresh fish!    But the waterfront 
walk was spectacular.   Canadians seem to use parks differently;  maybe a greater sense of the col-
lective. On the waterfront walk, traffic with wheels   - bikes, roller blades, wheelchairs - separates 
itself out from traffic with feet.        We stopped to watch the slow, silent endless dance of a di-
verse group engaged in Tai Chi.  !



July 28, 2006      Nainamo to Thetis Island#!
This morning we made a slow start.   
Not only was our passage fairly 
short, we had to wait for a slack tide 
at noon in order to navigate the fa-
mous Dodd Narrows.    (See how 
narrow?)   Of course everyone else in 
both directions was lined up and 
waiting as well.   What’s more just 
ahead of us, fellows were balancing on 
logs and mini tugs were moving 
around to make a large log boom 
more manageable.   We caught up just 
as they got it together.    Jack slid past 
leading flotilla of  five other sail boats.  
Short and sweet success.   It was very 
funny to look back and see a couple of  
aggressive power boats meet the de-
termined tug plus logs head on and 
perform quick U-turns.  !
We arrived early at a decidedly funky but comfortable Thetis Island Marina.  Time to turn the boat 
bow out, talk to folks on the dock, buy a couple of  bottled of  local wine, and hang out in the pub. !
Dear Family and Friends en route, !
Greetings from Thetis Island!  Try to find that on the map.  Tomorrow Victoria and then off  over San 
Juan de Fuca if/when the gales subside.    !
Having a WONDERFUL time. !
Love,  Carol and Jack 

July 29, 2006      Thetis Island to Victoria#

!



!         !         !  

July 31, 2006      Victoria to Port Townsend#!
Dear Family and Friends en route, !
Today we pulled safely into our home port of  Port Townsend, Washington.  Our 19  days of  cruising 
along the British Columbia coast are over.  We’ll pick up again next summer.   !
It was great fun sailing around the beautiful rocky shores of  the Northern Gulf  Islands; by then we’d 
figured out Canada’s quite different system of  buoys and aids to navigation.   Met wonderfully colour-
ful characters like Ray, using his dental pick to remove every trace of  rot from his one-of-a-kind wood-
en boat, and his wife Valerie, who plays the harp, collects old songs and knows how to make rope fend-
ers and baggywrinkles. And everywhere stolid Canadian “Jack and Jills”, couples who cruise every year 
and have loads of  experience at the ready on the docks.   Our neighbors at the public wharf  in 
Nainamo told us how they put their boat on a truck to Baltimore and explored the coasts of  the Car-
olinas before dropping down into the Caribbean when the summer gave out.   !
Our diesel engine worked like a charm.   After it’d quit on us, we checked everything systematically 
and in the end think that a partially closed seacock coming from the fuel tank was why we‘d had to 
bleed out the air so frequently.   

The past week saw challenging passages.  Re-crossing the Straight of  Georgia we ran with massive fol-
lowing seas, surfing down waves.    We would have done it on one tack, had we not had to sail around 
naval exercises on the Whiskey Golf  torpedo range.   The next day, we could only go through the tiny 
opening of  Dodd Narrows on a slack tide, single file in each direction, taking turns with other boats, 
including a tug with a log boom!   And after a fast trip down the Haro Strait, we entered Baynes Pas-
sage into Victoria’s Oak Bay; we were delighted by the calm waters, astounded by the reefs which 
crisscross it in every direction and thankful for Victoria’s fine sailors who zipped around them, guiding 
our way in.   !
In Victoria, we were taken home to supper by Mona and Nelson, recent emigrants from Portland.  
Nelson helped us move our boat from Olympia to Port Townsend last November and bought one him-
self  several months later.   At first, Mona saw the vessel mostly as a spare bedroom, but now she is 
completely gung ho, fomenting plans to sail to Port Townsend to rendezvous at the Wooden Boat Festi-
val in September and on the BC coast next summer.    !
Yesterday we let the gales on Juan de Fuca blow themselves out while we lay about until noon and then 
wallowed in the visits of  fine friends.   Nelson and Mona showed up with fresh fruit from a morning 
farm visit, then we were joined by Erica and Peter and layer Frances with Kika and Pieter and their 
two very tall Dutch sons, Stuart and Nicholas, aged 5 and 6!  !



This morning, we headed across Juan de Fuca as the orange and purpledawn broke from behind Mt. 
Baker onto the peaks of  Olympics.   This was our sixth crossing and the calmest yet.   But today is the 
eve of  the local month of  Fogust so twice we found ourselves in the middle of  small hemispheres of  
blinding fog (and of  course never far from shipping lanes).   In the quiet of  sail power we could track 
noise and the radio; but there was nothing except planes overhead.   The wind blew us through the fog 
and soon we saw the recognizable face of  Protection Island andthe familiar but often hostile Wilson 
Point beyond, which we rounded as the noon sun broke out unequivocally on our splendid little home 
port. !
Now we have to adapt to living “on the hard”.   Pleasant memories will be sharpened by “sea legs,”  
seemingly wavering apartment floors, and a lingering inability to do more than one thing at a time un-
less our lives depend on it.    We’ll see….maybe they do, maybe they don’t.    !
Thank you for being with us from afar and near. !
Love,    Carol and Jack!

January 14, 2007     Day sail on Port Townsend Bay !
Dear Friends and Family, !
We're just back from a weekend in Port Townsend and Jack has asked me 
to write to everyone.    He also made sure I was out taking pictures when 
the sun came up; fortunately this is still not much before 8 am, so I still 
had a bit of  peace with my coffee and thoughts. !
It was splendidly sunny and clear, especially welcome after weeks of  rain 
and gale force winds.  From the water we could see Port Townsend's Vic-
torian facades in fine detail, the houses on the hills standing out with their 
snow  covered roofs.   The Cascades glistened all along the east of  the bay 
culminating in  
Mount Baker, looming above Whidbey Island, seemingly close enough to 
touch.   To the south and west the majestic 
Olympics. !

It was cold.  The ice on deck never melted.    In fact, we ground our way 
out of  port, the ice making a clatter as it broke on the bow.   Returning  
after a three hour sail into Admiralty Inlet under warming afternoon 
sun, we broke another path though the ice, our earlier track having drift-
ed toward the shore with the tide.   If  you look carefully at the picture, 
you can see our tracks coming and going. !
As Mom was in the hospital getting checked up and getting a pacemaker 
for her low blood pressure, we followed her progress by phone.   Spoke 
several times with her, Barb and Dad.    That's the cell phone dangling 
from the hatch above Jack's head, while we cozily have supper below the 
water line. !
We hope you all can come sailing with us.    Selena, you're next.    Best wishes for a new short week. !
Love,   Carol and Jack !



!


